Measuring language complexity: challenges and opportunities

Abstract: This special issue focuses on measuring language complexity. The contributions address methodological challenges, discuss implications for theoretical research, and use complexity measurements for testing theoretical claims. In this introductory article, we explain what knowledge can be gained from quantifying complexity. We then describe a workshop and a shared task which were our attempt to develop a systematic approach to the challenge of finding appropriate and valid measures, and which inspired this special issue. We summarize the contributions focusing on the findings which can be related to the most prominent debates in linguistic complexity research.
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1 Introduction

For the past two decades, language complexity has been a widely discussed – and sometimes hotly debated – topic, engaging researchers from diverse linguistic disciplines such as language typology, language evolution, second language acquisition (SLA), computational linguistics, and psycho- and neurolinguistics (e.g. Armeni et al. 2017; Baechler and Guido 2016; Baerman et al. 2015; Futrell and Hahn 2022; Housen et al. 2019; Kortmann and Szmrecsanyi 2012; Mufwene et al. 2017). In theoretical complexity research, major questions under debate include, among others, whether all languages are equally complex, the extent to which language complexity is influenced by socio-demographic variables such as population size or the number of adult learners, and the extent to which complexity correlates with processing difficulty.

Any theoretical questions about complexity necessarily generate a need to measure complexity. Naturally, measuring language complexity involves numerous methodological and theoretical challenges such as, for instance, (a) the applicability of complexity measures to different data types (e.g. descriptive grammars, typological databases, corpora), (b) the extent to which different complexity measures correlate, (c) how and whether complexity metrics can be fruitfully applied to different levels of language description (e.g. morphology and syntax), and (d) how operationalizations of language complexity relate to underlying constructs (i.e. what does a given metric actually measure?).

In search for answers to these questions, we convened the “Interactive Workshop on Measuring Language Complexity” in September 2019 and invited participants to take part in a shared task on measuring language complexity (see Section 3). In the same spirit, the current special issue brings together empirical and theoretical contributions from the perspectives of theoretical typology, computational linguistics, and SLA research which address some of the outlined challenges.

This introductory article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief review of common approaches to measuring complexity and discuss some of the challenges related to this endeavour. Section 3 describes the shared task on which some of the contributions in this special issue are based. In Section 4, the individual contributions are presented and summarized. Section 5 concludes by highlighting some of the findings presented in this issue and discussing them in light of prominent debates in the linguistic complexity community.
2 Measuring language complexity

Measures of language complexity exist in abundance. In the theoretical complexity literature, they can broadly be distinguished either as measuring absolute complexity or relative complexity (Miestamo 2008, see also Bulté and Housen 2012). Absolute complexity measures address language complexity inherent in a linguistic system and are variously operationalized as, for instance, the number of rules in a grammar (McWhorter 2012), the number of irregular markers in a linguistic system (Trudgill 2011), or, in information-theoretic terms, as the shortest possible description of a naturalistic text sample (Ehret 2021; Juola 2008). In contrast, relative complexity measures address language complexity in relation to language users, and are often equated with SLA difficulty or, more generally, with “cost and difficulty” (Dahl 2004). Relative complexity measures can be operationalized as, for example, the number of markers which are difficult to acquire for second language learners (Kusters 2008), or in terms of processing efficiency (Hawkins 2009). That said, the distinction between absolute and relative measures is frequently more fuzzy than clear-cut. Often there is a substantial overlap, and sometimes there is a mismatch between what is being explored and what is being measured (for a detailed discussion, see Ehret et al. 2021).

A second major distinction is generally made between local and overall/global measures (Kortmann and Schröter 2020; Miestamo 2008). The vast majority of existing complexity measures address language complexity at local linguistic levels, such as morphology, syntax, or phonology. Some, mainly information-theoretic, measures have also been proposed to address language complexity at an overall structural level.

In SLA research, the notion of language complexity also plays an important role. Yet, like in theoretical complexity research, there is disagreement when it comes to defining complexity, and calls have been made for precise and clear-cut definitions (for details, see e.g. Bulté and Housen 2012; Ortega 2012). The motivation for measuring language complexity in SLA research is threefold: first, “to gauge proficiency”, second, “to describe performance”, and third, “to benchmark development” (Ortega 2012:128). Thus, most measures of language complexity target complexity at the syntactic or lexical level, and are variously operationalized as measures of unit length (e.g. T-unit length), subordination frequency, or measures of the frequency of “complex” forms (see Ortega 2003). Only recently have measures addressing other linguistic levels (e.g. morphology) been proposed (Brezina and Pallotti 2019; for details, see also Kuiken 2022, this issue).

Be that as it may, despite the panoply of measures in existence, neither theoretical linguists nor SLA researchers agree on a common measure of complexity. This poses several methodological and theoretical challenges.

First, the extent to which different studies – for example, complexity rankings of languages – can be compared. Drawing conclusions or making generalizations across different studies is only fruitful and feasible if the complexity measures can be compared. One question related to this challenge is whether measures that are supposed to gauge the same type of complexity yield similar results. Recent data-driven studies report that morphological complexity measures correlate significantly (Çöltekin and Rama 2022 this volume, Berdicevskis et al. 2018), while there seems to be less agreement between syntactic measures (Berdicevskis et al. 2018). Another question is how to establish that differences observed between various languages, corpora, or measures are large enough to be of interest. Ehret et al. (2021), for instance, suggest to steer away from pure significance testing, and rather establish effect sizes for shifts in complexity distributions.

Second, the extent to which complexity measures capture the underlying theoretical constructs they are supposed to capture is often unclear (Bulté and Housen 2012; Norris and Ortega 2009:26–28). For example, some measures operationalize more than one linguistic level by, for example, mixing syntax and morphology (Bulté and Housen 2012:29); while some measures which are meant to address several levels, merely operationalize one (Norris and Ortega 2009:560). In both cases, the measures do not actually reflect the underlying theoretical construct. This question, so far, has primarily been discussed in the SLA literature (Bulté and Housen 2012), yet, it is also often unclear whether complexity measures in theoretical linguistics actually operationalize what they advertise. Consider, for instance, a measure of syntactic complexity which operationalizes “syntax” as “degree of subordination”. While such a measure can undoubtedly be interesting and useful, it is questionable whether it could be used as an operationalization of overall syntactic complexity, since it arguably does not capture the construct “syntax” as a whole.
Third, how reliable are the numerical values given by a measure? The core problem is that we do not actually
know the complexity of individual languages (or certain parts of linguistic systems). In the absence of a ground
truth (gold standard), it is extremely difficult to evaluate the measures. Berdicevskis et al. (2018) propose two
indirect ways to evaluate corpus-based measures in the absence of a gold standard. They gauge the robustness
of measures (how much the values change when the same measure is applied to different samples drawn from the
same corpus) and their validity (whether measures yield more similar values when applied to very similar
languages than when applied to languages known to be different).

Of course, this special issue cannot solve all of these challenges. The authors and the editors, however, tried to
keep them in mind while measuring complexity, and some articles actually address the outlined questions explicitly.

3 The shared task

Four of the contributions in this special issue are based on a shared task which was featured at the “Interactive
Workshop on Measuring Language Complexity” at the Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies in September 2019.
The basic idea of shared tasks is to address particularly challenging problems which are hard for individual
researchers to tackle. Shared tasks are very common in natural language processing, much less so in linguistics
per se. The main reason is perhaps that for theoretical questions, the ground truth is usually unknown, and it is
thus impossible to construct a benchmark against which the results could be compared. This is true also for
measuring complexity. Nonetheless, the shared task provided an empirically and methodologically well-
grounded basis for addressing theoretical and methodological challenges of measuring language complexity as
outlined in Section 2. The idea of the shared task was to compare different measures of language complexity when
they are applied to the same data sets, and look for solutions for the outlined challenges.

In this vein, participants applied their own measure(s) of language complexity to either a parallel text
database (for raw-text-based metrics), or a non-parallel annotated text database (for text-and-annotation-based
metrics). The parallel text database comprised a subsample1 of the Parallel Bible Corpus (Mayer and Cysouw
2014), covering 49 typologically diverse languages which are part of the 100-language sample in the World Atlas of
Language Structures (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013). The annotated non-parallel database, on the other hand,
covered 44 treebanks from the Universal Dependencies (UD) corpora version 2.3 (Nivre et al. 2018). The results2
originating from the shared task are thus comparable, at least in the sense of being based on the same data set(s).

In total, 31 different measures and some variants thereof were applied. They target language complexity at
various linguistic levels – morphology, syntax, and the lexicon – or assess language complexity in terms of
information density. Despite the fact that these measures operationalize the various linguistic levels differently, for
example, by measuring different units of analysis (such as words vs. n-grams), it turned out that often
measures yield similar, that is highly correlated, results (see Bentz et al. 2016 and Çöltekin and Rama 2022 in this
special issue). We take this as an indicator for similar conceptualizations of language complexity at various
linguistic levels.

4 Overview of the special issue

In the following, we present an overview and summaries of the various contributions to this special
issue, distinguishing between contributions which are entirely or partially based on the shared task data set(s)
(Section 4.1) and other empirical and theoretical contributions on measuring language complexity (Section 4.2).³
The summaries are otherwise presented in alphabetical order.

1 Available at http://www.christianbentz.de/MLC2019_data.html.
2 Available at https://github.com/IWMLC/language-complexity-metrics.
3 Most of the contributions based on other data sets were submitted via a separate call for papers. For those, using the shared task data
dataset was optional as they were not presented at the workshop.
4.1 Contributions based on the shared task

Bentz, Gutierrez-Vasques, Sozinova, and Samardžić offer a corpus-based meta-analysis of 80 typologically diverse languages across 28 different morphosyntactic complexity measures used in the shared task. To begin with, they assess trade-offs (i.e. negative correlations) and agreement (i.e. positive correlations) between different measures. Within the same domain (i.e. morphology or syntax) measures tend to positively correlate, while between domains there is a tendency for negative correlations. Interestingly, this result was in accordance with previous expectations; see, for example, Sinnemäki (2011:60). Another finding of the paper contributes to the debated equi-complexity hypothesis which claims that, overall, all languages are equally complex (Hockett 1958). Analysing a subsample of 44 languages, Bentz et al. observe no statistically significant location shifts in a pairwise comparison of complexity vectors. In other words, the overall morphosyntactic complexity of the analysed languages seems virtually identical. Thus, the null hypothesis of equi-complexity cannot be rejected.

Brunato and Venturi investigate structural complexity at the syntactic level in 63 UD treebanks. Using linguistic profiling, they analyse the distribution of syntactic features and their complexity. A hierarchical cluster analysis shows that the analysed languages mostly cluster according to the expected typological classification. Yet, some outliers illustrate that register affects syntactic complexity.

The contribution by Çöltekin and Rama evaluates the degree of similarity between eight corpus-based measures of morphological complexity; some of them, such as type-token ratio and mean size of paradigm, are rather well studied, some, such as inflection accuracy, are rather novel. Using correlation and principal component analyses, Çöltekin and Rama find that the eight measures do not only yield intuitive rankings of the analysed languages but also correlate to a large degree. Their principal component analysis suggests that all eight measures assess the same underlying construct.

Sinnemäki and Haakana present two case studies on morphological complexity in possessive noun phrases. In the first case study they analyse the relationship between head marking and dependent marking in a typological database of 316 languages: their results show that there is an inverse relationship between head marking and dependent marking both within and across languages. In the second case study, a corpus analysis of 44 UD treebanks, they test whether presence of overt morphological marking (morphological complexity) affects dependency length (syntactic complexity), but find no robust cross-linguistic trend.

4.2 Other empirical and theoretical contributions

Grieve proposes a new perspective on analysing complexity: based on Biberian register analysis, he suggests evaluating a language’s complexity in terms of situational diversity. In short, languages which are used in a broader range of communicative contexts are considered more situationally complex. Grieve further argues that, over time, increasing situational complexity should lead to decreasing grammatical complexity as simpler grammars would be more adaptable to different communicative contexts.

Kuiken provides an overview of complexity research in SLA, touching upon key issues in the discipline such as the definition of the construct “complexity” and its measurement. He concludes, inter alia, with a call for valid and reliable measures as well as developmental measures which can trace performance at all levels of proficiency.

Leufkens showcases how syntagmatic redundancy – which refers to constructions that are represented by more than one form such as negative concord – can be related to metrics of absolute and relative complexity. While redundancy increases absolute complexity, Leufkens claims that redundant marking facilitates both processing and acquisition. Furthermore, in an analysis of concord across 50 distinct languages, Leufkens finds that isolating languages exhibit little to no concord – a finding which supports evidence against redundancy being universal in language.

Liu’s contribution presents a mixed-effects logistic regression analysis of 20 typologically diverse treebanks analysing the impact of four well-known constraints on syntactic word order choice. Among the four constraints, dependency length emerges as the strongest predictor: there is a cross-linguistic tendency for shorter constituents
to appear closer to the syntactic head on the phrasal level. The impact of the other predictors is rather weak and the results hint at the fact that factors other than those analysed may play a role (e.g. givenness).

Malaia, Borneman, Kurtoglu, S. Gurbuz, Griffin, Crawford, and A. Gurbuz contribute a sign-language perspective to measuring language complexity. While working with sign languages is still a challenge – they lack a common system of transliteration – modern recording technologies permit the analysis of spatio-temporal parameters of sign signals. The paper reviews the applicability of multiple complexity metrics (such as entropy-based metrics). It illustrates that the modelling of information parameters of sign signals and sign processing exhibits parallels to spoken languages: among others, sign languages can be characterized as complex systems subject to power laws (e.g. Zipf’s law). The authors conclude by stressing that the development of sensitive and robust complexity metrics to analyse sign languages are crucial, for instance, for sign recognition and translation.

Morozova, Escher, and Rusakov study absolute complexity in the phonological and morphological inventory of 919 Slavic varieties. Overall, their analysis confirms previous classifications of these varieties, which fall into two large areas: the Serbo-Croatian varieties, which exhibit more complexity; and Bulgarian-Macedonian varieties, which tend towards lower complexity. They furthermore show that complexity correlates with proximity to the Albanian border (presumably due to a complexifying type of contact with Albanian) and with altitude (presumably reflecting the tendency of highland societies to be more isolated and thus more prone to preserve complex features). The authors show how different contact scenarios can result in complexification and maintenance of complex features on the one hand, and in loss and simplification on the other hand.

Shcherbakova, Gast, Blasi, Skirgård, Gray, and Greenhill present a large-scale morphosyntactic analysis of 368 languages and investigate the relation between grammatical information encoded by verbs and nouns using phylogenetic modelling. On the global scale, they find weak positive correlations, while they also observe trade-offs for certain combinations of features. They also find a global trade-off in Indo-European languages, which suggests that accretion and loss of nominal and verbal complexity is lineage-specific. In the light of the equi-complexity hypothesis then, these findings support claims that languages differ in the amount of grammatical information encoded.

5 Conclusions

We believe that some important theoretical and empirical conclusions can be drawn from the contributions to this special issue, the shared task, and the discussions at the “Interactive Workshop on Measuring Language Complexity”.

One of the questions raised at the workshop was how well different complexity measures correlate, or, in other words, whether measures that are supposed to measure the same type of complexity do indeed yield similar results. As exemplified by Çöltekin and Rama’s contribution, there is considerable agreement between different operationalizations of complexity at the linguistic level of morphology. This strongly suggests that there is a common understanding of the construct of complexity in this domain which can help to establish similar agreed-upon conceptualizations of complexity at other linguistic levels.

Another important finding to be considered in future complexity research is the relevance of register. Grieve urges taking “situational diversity” into account when measuring language complexity. From this viewpoint, languages which are used in more diverse situations – and thus have a higher register diversity – should be considered more situationally complex. This level of complexity is then expected to negatively correlate with grammatical complexity. The importance of registers also surfaces in Brunato and Venturi’s contribution. They find that register variation is systematically linked to their measurements of syntactic complexity. This influence of register on language complexity has been largely overlooked in theoretical complexity research, although it has been previously noted that complexity varies within languages depending on the analysed register (Ehret 2021; Szmrecsanyi 2009).

On a more theoretical plane, the contributions in this special issue touch upon two controversial topics. First, whether language contact, specifically adult SLA, leads to simplification, and second, whether all languages are overall equally complex. The theoretical complexity literature provides controversial evidence for the fact that
adult SLA leads to simplification (Koplenig 2019; Nichols 2009; Trudgill 2011). In light of this controversy, Morozova et al.’s findings are particularly noteworthy as they corroborate the contact scenarios outlined in Trudgill (2011) and show that under certain circumstances, language contact leads to the loss of complex features.

The question whether, overall, all languages are equally complex has always been controversial. In the past, this was certainly related to (de)evaluative judgements about “simple” and “complex” languages. However, we hold that “simple” and “complex” are scientific terms, subject to rigorous definitions and measurements, without any further judgement of value. That said, there are several publications in this special issue which relate to the equi-complexity hypothesis. For instance, Bentz et al. report the absence of significant location shifts comparing the morphosyntactic complexity vectors of 44 languages, and hence claim that the equi-complexity hypothesis cannot be rejected. Shcherbakova et al. find trade-offs between nominal and verbal inflectional complexity in Indo-European languages, but positive correlations between these domains in Sino-Tibetan languages. Thus, trade-offs are here argued to be lineage-specific rather than a general tendency across families. Sinnemäki and Haakana’s finding that there is the inverse relationship between head marking and dependent marking could also be interpreted as evidence for a trade-off. In fact, such cross-domain trade-offs, especially between morphology and syntax, are quite common in the complexity literature (e.g. Ehret 2021; Koplenig et al. 2017; Sinnemäki 2011), yet they do not provide straightforward evidence for the overall equal complexity of languages (see Bentz et al. in this issue, and Fenk-Oczlon and Fenk 2014 for an extensive discussion). Nevertheless, such trade-offs are potentially relevant from the perspective of Zipf’s principle of least effort (1949): information encoded morphologically does not have to be encoded syntactically – and vice versa. This might also play into the observation that language users keep the amount of information conveyed relatively constant across different spoken languages (see e.g. Coupé et al. 2019).

Finally, we believe that shared tasks as the one described here are underrated in linguistics. Despite the fact that only a handful of the original workshop/shared task contributions appear in this special issue, they demonstrate that shared tasks do have a potential to address methodological and theoretical challenges in the field.
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